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Volume LV, No.4

By Gil Bliss
It has been one month since the
Comment first printed an article
bringing to the atten'fioA of the college populace the subject of Ernest
and Lorna Plentus, the elderly Burrill Ave couple that have been the
victim of student trespassing since
the opening of Burnell School. After
the initial article, the Comment
printed reaction from VicePresident of Student Affairs David
Deep, who stated the College's
commitment towards a -quick and
equitable resolution to the situation.
The coverage in the Comment led
to a story in the Brockton Enterprise, and we are pleased to report
that a new path has been hacked
through the vacant lot across from
Burnell School, and the opposite
end of th path leading to the Plentus
property has been temporarily
blocked.
Hopefully, the conditions that
exist on the new path are only temporary. Under the hand-painted
sign' on Burrill Ave displaying the
beginning of the "scenic route", the
prospective path-goer must first
make his or her way down an initial
mud slide which drops off to a path
that can be descnbed as sloppy at

best. An adequate path has been
cut, regarding width, direction etc.,
and some slats have been laid down
to cover th mud. but it is impossible
to traverse the route without looking like a rainy day marathoner.
Also, the"blockade" at the head of
the Plentus path consists of a pile of
branches, one that already has a
mini-path worn around it from students that are apparently creatures
of habit, and cannot resist a close
look at the Plentus household.J suppose one should be gratified that
any attempt has been made at all,
but
sure that the grounds crew,
or whomever is responsible. can do
a better job than that.
According to Mr. and Mrs. Plentus. the path has been effective in
severely· cutting the flow across
their lawn, and they are happy with
that, although when this reporter
visited them last week, Mrs. Plentus
was still frequently going out to steer
wandering students to the new path.
Apparently the students are heeding the wishes of the Plentus' even
though the new path presents a
hardship to the_ Currently petitions
are circulating with in Burnell
School calling for a paved path for

I'm

by Gil Bliss·
If you're one of those people that hand. and upon closer inspection, it
think the Quad 8 just play football turned out to bea play script.
and drink beer, and just the latter in
That's right. the Qllad 8 has been
the off-season, well you're wrong. supplementing' their alcohol diet
Dead wrong. These active campus with thespian chasers. Erstwhile
. faculty members ,have too much Quad 8 quarterback and all-around
energy on hand to be able to vent it gadfly Don Johnson was even heard
all in touch football during a brief yet to slur as he left, "The play's the
glorious season. Oh sure, they thing". Indeed it is, in this case. The
could have winter basketball, Quad play in question happens to be the
8 volleyball and the like, but these Richard Harrity creation "Hope is
aging trendsetters are alwtlYs look- the thing With Feathers". and will be
ing for some new way to stimulate directed by BSC EnsembleTheatre
the campus . populace. Now star director Steve Levine, who also
seriously. kids, when was the last claims membership in the Quad 8.
time that you attended a pJayput on The east is already in rehearsal, or
by the faculty (how about any play ..should I say that the Quad 8 has
for that matter)? Well, now you have already been cast into rehearsal.
your chance. A few Quad 8 The tentative date for the performembers stumbled into the Com- mance is April 9th, in the Library
ment office last week, and amid the Lecture Hall, and they apparently
stench of alcohol and incoherent feel that they can put out two shows,
- mumblings, one of them lurched for- at 1l:00am and 8:00pm.The show,
ward with a tattered document in his will star all of your Quad 8 favorites,

student travel.
Bridgewater Chairman of the
Board of Selectmen David Canepa
has been looking into the case with
regard to the well-being of his constituents, and he has found through
looking at old maps that the area
next to Plentus' house is a "paper
street", one that was in the planning
stages, but never builL The land was
taken by eminent domain from the
town by the state, and therefore he
feels that it is the state's responsiblility for rectifying th situation. He
mentioned his concerns at the quarterly Town-College meeting, and
Dean Deep told him that when the
weather improved the college would
probable erect a barrier, and look
into the reseeding of damaged portions of the elderly couple's lawn.
The resolution of this problem is
important to many people: the
town; the college the Plentus'; and
the students. The difficulty facing
Ernest and Lorna Plentus seems to.
have eased a bit, but the problem of
getting to class across the tundra
remains, and hopefully the college
will address the needs of the students with more satisfactory results.

and is about nine unfortunate souls
that exist in Central Park, New
York.
The Quad8 is not content rest on
their theatrical laurels, however. In
contrast to recent printed slanderOllS accusations concerning the
Quad 8 and alleged bad examples
that they set; the boys recently are
embarking on a crusade to provide
some worthy undergraduate with
150.00 dollars in the form of the
Qua~8 scholarship. The proceeds
for fitis effort are obtained from the
Quad 8 bake sale, the Quad 8 raffle,
and the. above-mentioned Quad 8
play. Details are in the Announcements section of this paper, but let's
hope that these actions put t6 rest
vicious attacks the one that
appeared in last weeks Comment,
accusing the quadies of being
socially negligent.

I

by Danny Hall
Proposition 2 1/2 has hit hard in
Massachusetts. Budgets cut as well
as employee layoffs have effected all
phases of life around the state_
The largest cuts have come in
Human Servie. Policeman and Firemen have heard the rath of citizen
tax uproar. Recreation. Departments as well as education facilites
have been cutas much a560%. This
effects a large part ot.the population
at Bridgewater.
Yet with C!1I these budget cuts
going on, theTe is one group on campus that has neglected to recognize
the econQmic peril we are in. This
association has consistently abused
their powers. This group is the Studeht Government Association.
.

The Reagan budget could have sorne serious consequences for college students nationwide and right here on this campus in terms of
financial aid for next year_ With Bridgewater students facing certain
increases in their school expenses--dorm, food, books and supplies,
some fee increases--and rising transportation costs, there could be
corresponding reductions in the amount of financial assistance to offset
these costs_
The various proposals espoused by David Stockman, Director of the
Budget for the Reagan administration, indude some of the folowing
items:
Nationial Direct Student Loans appropriations cut from a current 80-81
level of $286 to $186 million nationwide:
Basic Grants cut in MA from $90 mi1lio'n to $60 million;
A substantial reduction ,in the money proveded for interest subsidy for
students and in the special interest allowances made to banks to encourage participation in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program_ This couM
mean as much as a 30 percent reduction in HELP loan money available
for students due to banks' being unwilling to participate in the programs.
The impac~ that these proposals will· have on Bridgewater State
Students and on the availability of money for next year is uncertain at this
time. Later in the spring, after Congress has deliberated on the bridget
proposals submitted by the Reagan administration, BSe will receive
letters of appropriation for the v~rious programs. At the point we will
kn~w the specific impact on our student body.
_
There are two things that students can do at this time in anticipation of
the belt-tightening that will surely affect aU facets of education. First-"and
very important--apply early for financial assistance for the .80-81 academic year. Be particularly concerned wilth the deadlines for the various
programs. Be waware that when money is tight, deadlin~s are rigidJy
adhered to and the money will go to the students who apply on time.
Second, lobby for your own interests. Students and their parents can
influence the decisions made in Congress regarding next year's appro
priatlons. Thc Finandal Aid Officei$ seekn~?ryoutgOpt56Hl'r1 ~reft~r;·
writing campaign from students and parents to the people who are
instrumental in Congressiorfal deliberations on the budget. The time is
now to act. If you are interested in further information or would like
assistance in writing a letter to your Congressman, drop by the Financial
Aid Office in Tilly as soon as possible.
David A. Morwick
Director of Financial Aid
An interest has been expressed for Bridgewater State College to offer
degree programs in the field of management science. This questionnaire
has been prepared in an attempt to ascertain student interest in such
programs.
.
The management scien .. e program would have concentrations
designed for students interest::~d in careers in management. These programs would involve four years of sutdy leading to the degree of Bachelor
of Science and would include appropriate education in the areas of the
specialty combined with a strong liberal arts background.
IF YOU WOULD BE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN A MANAGEMENT SCIENCE PROGRAM pLEASE INDICATE WHICH OF
THE FOLLOWING ARES OR AREA YOU WOULD B INTERESTED

IN:
Information Sytems

o

Marketing Management

o

Environmental and Resources
Management

Commentary
-.---.

Have you ever wondered where
the money goes that you give to the
SGA every year? Well. recently a
number of students have asked this
question. I felt it was time to reveal
some of the major financial discrepencies in the SGA
One of the problems the SGA has
yet to solve is that of their' phone
privileges list. Only sevenJiave the
right to call off campus. Sources say
that a good majority of those calls
are apparently personal and have
nothing to do with the schooL The
operators at the college are also
aware of this problem.
This leaves a very little margin of
the phone fill used for business calls.
When yuou add the fact, that alot of
calls are put on Watts lines, which
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Federal Cuts to Higher Education

Quad 8 Active in Off-Season

...........

I

Bridgewater State College

College Takes Action On Path

Pagt! 2

are of no charge, and also ,direct
lines to othel'col\eges, which are
slow no charge-a large number of
calls are not recorded. Supposedly,
most of the business is done with
local colleges. With. these factors
involved one can see how outrageous the phone privileges are -in the
SGA. The phone bUl for November
reached well over ·100 dollars. Lets
take into account· Thanksgiving
vacation and the use of Watts lines
and direct lines. There is no reason
for a phone bill to reach over 100
dollars, since November it has skyrocketed.
Continued next week.

o

Finance and Accounting

o
o

General Management

Transportation

o
No interest at this time.

Leave Form
in
Box

Outside
"of Comment
Office.
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Commentary
Storming the Barricades:
A Crusading Student
Squares off AgaiJ).st the SGA
by Tom Gregg
18 February 1981; Jack O'Neil is fed up, and he tells me he isn't going
to take it any more. His target: Bridgewater State's Student Govern·
ment, which he views as unrepresentative, scornful of the student body
and incompetent to conduct its own business.
O'Neil- who's 27, a psych major and a commuting student- recently
stood as a candidate for one of the S.G.A.'s at-large Senate seats. He
won the election only to be informed that the result was to be squashed
on constitutional grounds. According to the S.G_A. Constitution a primary election must be held if there are more than two persons running for a
particular seat. No such primary was held in this case, leading to an
S.G.A. Court ruling that the result was invalid_ So now Jack O'Neil is .'
running again.
He cites the election snafu as a typical example of S.G.A. mismanagement; though it has been suggested that the technicality was discovered
only after the wrong person won the election, O'Neil told me that he did
not believe that there had been a deliberate attempt to keep him out of
the Senate seat.
But he does not believe that the S.G.A. is failing to live up toits
mandate: "I see that the Student Government is not being responsive to
the students who pay the fees." Money is one of the issues that moved
him to begin his one-man campaign. Last semester, the. S.G.A.conducted an advisory student body vote on the issue of an increase in the
S.G.A. fee- which each and every student at Bridgewater i'~ required to
pay. The result was a "no" vote- but the fee is going up anyway. O'Neil
characterized this as "a tyrannical act."
He was collecting signatures on his nominating papers when I talked to
him, and the response of students was interesting. Many of them had not
heard about the disputed election. We talked about the reason for this
lack of information.
'jhe S.G.A. says it's the result of student apathy," O'Neil said. "I say
that the S.G.A. fails to inforn the student body. My intention 3$ a Senator
is to get first·hand information and spread the word."
Though- for the moment, at least- he has no Senate s@t. O'Neil
has beenattending the S.G.A. sessions, At the most recent (17 February)
he came up against another example of w'hat he believes to be the
S.G.A.'s high-handed conduct. It had to do with the not·yet·announced
budget cuts to be proposed by President Reagan. The S.G.A. Senate
'carried a resolution opposing the expected cuts in Feder~~1 aid to
education- in advance of the details of the President's speech to Congress, Le. before they knew what the cuts consisted of. Then it was
proposed that $400.00 be s?ent to send letters to Senator Kennedy
urging him to fight the Reagan proposals: At this point; Jack O'Neil .
spoke up. He asked if equal opportunity would be given to students who
might wish to write in support of the President. The question was met
with "snicker-s," But after some further toing and froing the motion was
tabled.
O'Neil objected strongly to to this kind of S.G.A. conduct. He said h2
believed that the S.G.A. ought to inform the students about issu:e~
.affecting them, but should not try to manipulate opinion. He told me that
the attempt to spend $400.00 for such a mail campCiign, without the
knowledge or consent of the students, was "improper."
By the time you read this, the second election will already have tiiken
place. And you may well have talked to Jack O'Neil, who is attemptil1gto
take his case directly to as many students as he can. But, win or lose..the
S.G.A. will not have heard.thelast oftheir nemesis. He'll be around next
year, and he plans to draw others into his crusade for responsible
student government. What seems certain is this: Jack O'Neil has raised
an issue that won'tgo away, and it looks as though a large number of the
fee-paying students at Bridgewater State agree with what he has to say,
(Next: TheS.G.A. side of the story.)

Letters
to
the
Editor
Boyden Bells
Dear Editor,
In a recent Comment issue there
was an article on the Bells of
Boyden.
I was pleased and somewhat
angered to learn that Prof. Joyal
would be playing the Alma Mater at
graduation. Not that he is not capa·
ble nor his services unappreciated,
but maybe someone in the upper
echelon would respond to this
question·Why wasn't one of the
Music . Faculty asked to play
instead?
The Music department does exist
at BSe. Students and faculty alike
seem to have chosen to ignore this
existence.
Activities pertaining to music
occur everyday on campus and
rarely(if ever) is the Music Dept.
contacted to participate or merely
to advise.
It is ashame that a campus that is
supposed to work as a whole so
often ignores its parts.
'LP

Quad 8
Mr. Blanda (AKA Plunkett,
Grogan),
In order to make a path, you need
massive and constant traffic. The
amOUl'lt of "damage" to grass plants
by 8 fun·loving persons for a period
of 4.;>' mins.is not equal to the dam·'
age of l000ptus1neon~iderctfe pet:
sons for 5 mins., eight times a day, 5
days a week.
If blame must be planted it should
be with the students. Most students
are lazy and human; they take the
shortest distance between two
points. Before you point an accusing
finger, ask yourself a question. Dcr
you always use sidewalks or do you
walk across the grass? Can you
really justify the fact of trespassing
on PRIVA TE property by the
actions of a few teachers on public
"college" property?
r really cannot believe you
Joe K. Downey
Photo Editor
The Comment

Stock
Market
Sense
By Lou Ricciardi
,
Invest in the Stock Market? A fool's game you say. A rich man's folly?
Actually, it can be used as a clever investment tool by all, whether one
has $100.00 or $100,000.00 to invest. In these times of consistently high
inflation, leaving all one's money in a passbook savings account, earning
5 1/4% in~erest annually, seems a bit foolish_ Of course, if you have a
weak heart regarding money matters, your savings account is risk·free.
But, if having your money lose over 25% of its purchasing power in the
last two years is a bit irritating, then carefully selected, high·yield "blue
chip" stocks are an attractive alternative. Stocks such as Exxon General Foods, and GTE offer dividends nearly twice that of the banks: Their
current dividends are 99f) , 8.5%, and 10.3%, respectively. And, certain
utility companies, like Southern Co, and Union Electric Power, yield
more than 14% annually!
Perhaps the greatest appeal of stocks is the potential for huge price
appreciation. An investment in either Tandy or Prime Computer at this
time last year has skyrocketed more thi:ln 300";, today. One must keep in
mind that these cases are definitely tht! exception, not the rule, however
generally stocks do appreciate favorably over the longer term.
Certainly everyone has heard of the proverbial uncle or grandfather
who either made a million dollars or lost a million in the stock market.
One secret to success in stocks is to be willing to take a chance on a new
idea, and to be willing to accept the fact that the idea may also turn out to
be a real loser. For those who, in 1926, took a chance on a.rather young
company called The American Calculating and Tabulating Company,
fortune went quite well. At a price of $27 a share, 100 shares could have
been purchased for $2,700. Business went quite excellently for this
young adding I}1achine maker. In fact, it went so well that the company
split its stock time and time again. By the middle of 1979, the $2,700
investment, left in this compnay was worth $5 million in stock alone and
the shareholder would have received over $2 million in dividends! Truly,
in 1927, this company was speculative at best. But this company grew to
be the forerunner of the American technological boom of the 1940's,
50's, and 60's. Oh, in the course of ACT's success and breakthroughs in
the computer field it changed its name to what is known today as
International Business Machines (IBM).
Still another reason one might to chose to invest in stocks is to take
advantage of the rising profits of certain companies. Between '78 and '80
the price of gasoline jumped from $.55 a gallone to $l.30 a gallon.
Accoringly, the stock prices of Exxon jumped from $45 to $88 per share.
This dramatic rise in price was characteristic of the rest of the oil industry
as well. This stock theory hold true for all industries. General Foods
stock earnings followed the same course as food prices. As the cost of
basic consumer goods rise, stocks like Proctor.and Gamble end John·
son and Johnson do quite well.
, '. ' \ ;,'.,,' . .
',,~
.... frideeCftl'h?"5foCK rrlarKet is a'FlsKybusiness, orily~ a foot·would say
otherwise; but if investing is done carefully and intelligently it can be quite
rewarding. In the weeks aheadthis column will explore what to look for in
a company as well as what's instore for the market in 1981.
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AnnOUD.cements

Investing in your Health

The application for new applicants to the Mass Board of Higher Education Scholarship(MBHE) Program is March 1, 1981. Renewal candidates
must apply by April I, 1981. To apply students should file a Financial Aid
Form(F AF) with the College Scholarship Service indicating the Mass
State Scholarship Program (code 0558) on item 42 as a recipient and
answering the questions in item 45, which pertain to the Scholarship
Program.
Four to six weeks should be allowed for processing and forwarding the
results of your FAF to the Massachusetts Scholarship Program so
students are urged to file NOW to meet the deadline.
Over 600 Bridgewater State students are receiving State Scholarships
during the current adademic year representing over $180,000.
In addition to the State Scholarship Program, Bridgewater students can
also apply for the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant(Pell Grant),
National Direct Student Loan(NDSL), Supplemental Grants(SEOG),
and College Work Study Program(CWSP). Financial Aid Forms for the
1981-1982 academic year are available in the Financial Aid Office in Tilly.

oreaK a leg"" used to be a way of
wishing good luck, but these d.)ys
the phrase just isn't heard much.
Perhaps because such "good luck"
insinuates not only broken legs but
also near-backruptcy.
According £0 this past year's statistics, roughly 33% of the total
amount of BSC's enrolled students
were covered by the Student Health
Insurance Policy. But how many
more individuals does that leave
who could be financially wiped out
by overwhelming costs of an unexpeeled illness?
A US Public Health Service

Free legal advice sponsored by the Student Government Association.
Offered every Tuesday from 9am to 12pm, and Wednesday from 1pm to
4pm in the third floor Council Chambers of the Student Union Building.

~

The Business and Professional Women's Club of Cape Cod will be
awarding scholarships in April to women who are furthering their education at accredited schools. To be eligible applicants must be residents of
Cape Cod. Scholarships will be awarded on the basis of character,
seriousness of purpose and financial need.
Applications will be available prior to March r5 at the Office of Student'
Services or may be obtained by sending a stamped, addressed envelope
to: Ms. Patricia Cinlone,47 Aurora Lane, South Yarmouth, MA 02664.

Arts for All is pleased to present Boston Area Painter Stewart Barron on
Wednesday March 4 at 3:00 pm in the Art Building Foyer. Barron is an
expert draftsman who formerly taught at Boston ~niversity. He will
discuss the dynamics of drawing in Art followed by hght refreshments ..
You are invited to Massachusetts' first German student convention. The
date is Saturday, March 14th, from 9am to 4pm at Winchester High
School. Seminars are varied and include talks on Nazism(in English 'and
German); german folk dancing and songs; German tests ata1l levels; and
the well known German film, Nosferatu. Bring your own lunch, or bu!>
one there, for more info contact Prof. Reordan, Language Dept .• Til
linghast. 323.

:

-t

The SUPC would like to thank the following for their donations.to the
"All NewDating Gam.e"·· The Joppa Grille.• The S.tandishGrille, Tffe'Recr"
Coach Restaurant, Yangtse China Inn. The Sack Cinema in Broc\~ton,
Westgate Cinema, and Riverside Rollerworld.

The Student Government Association awards the Steven G. Laskoff
Scholarship each year to an out-of-State student who has shown a strong
record of academeic achievement an'd will be involved in campus activities. Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office. Student
Services Office and the SGA Office.

Head Nurse at Health Services on
campus, in a recent interview said,
"} hope that the rates will remain the
same lor the upcoming year." Final
decision is pending until March. The
program itself insures students offcampus, as well as on both during
the sch\..ol year and summer
vacation.
So, if you don't have health cover·
age now, give it a thought. Can you
afford to take chances with your
health? If not, invest in yourself-invest in your health.
ADG

S;cle by SicJe"i

Broad St. (Route 18) Bridgewater Center.... 697-4446

~

FALL RIVER/NEW BEDFORD BUS
Leaves Fall River 6:30
Leaves New Bedford 7:00
Returns from BSC 2:30-5:30
Monday-F riday
Leaves from the new college infirmary
Prices:
$17 .50
10 Ride Pass
$3.80
2 Way Ticket
" $2'.Ob~' l' Way Ticket

Are you interested in trips· to Boston and New York?
Would you like to attend conventions, workshops, lectures at places
like: Harvard, BU, Be, Emerson College, and U. of Mass?
Would you like to be informed of valuable internships and jobs in this
area?
Would you like guidance and advice toward you career goals?
Do you want a voice in the. policies of this department?
If you have answered "yes" to at least one of these questions, you might
be interested in attending the first Communications Club meeting. Date·
:February 26, 1981 Time: 7:30-·8:30 pm Place: U-Dem. Student Union.
For more information contact Mary Trowbridge or Terri Cqoney or
leave a message with Ron the Department Secretary.

and

~-it

The Student 0nion i~ looking for anyone who has a knowlege of bicycle
repair to work a few hours per week in the Union. Anyone interested
should see Dot L.ischick before the spring break begins, or call the
Director's office at 697-4825.

The Quad 8 scholarship is awarded to a purposive(sic.) Bridgewater
State College .undergrad 'whose personal qualities and accomplishments, academic and extracurricular, best reflect the following
attributes.
1)competitiveness
2)good humor
3 )professional performance
Recipients of the Award will be selected for having contributed to the
improvement of campus life in ways frequently recognized. The amount
of the award is $150.00 and the application procedure will be as follows.
Application info for the Quad 8· Scholarship will be printed in two
consecutive issues of the Comment. Undergraduate students may nominate themselves or another and submit applications to Professor William
Levin by 3 April.198h Every nomination must inc\udeatranscr~ptanda
statement afno, less than 150 words which explains how~tbe.nominee
fulfills the Awards criteria, particularly in regard to the improvell'"lent .of
campus life. Finalists for the Award may be requ,ested to :appear for an
interview. Professor Levin's office is in the Dept. of Sociology.

report of 1975 states that persons in
the 17-24 year age group carried the
lease amount of hospital insurance
coverage in the nation. Yet just one
look at your car insurance rates will
give you an idea of the high rate of
automobile accidents alone for this
age group.
BSC has its own health and acctdent insurance plan, the Student
Health Insurance Policy, mentioned
before. Compared to other Mass
college health plans, it rank~ among
the best, both benefit-wise and cost·
wise. 1980-1981'5 rates were $86.50
for a single student. Mrs. J. Deep,

i*******~~~~~~~i:~~~********1

We need instructors. teachers. coaches, and trainers for our programs
in Water Polo, Indoor Soccer, Boxing, Weight Training, and others.
Good opportunity to gain experience with children and adolescents.
Contact Tom Arrighi at 824-4341 or 697-4633.

"Here's Looking AtYou"-Personal Growth Seminars. Look for upcoming details. Sponsored by SUPC(of course.}
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A WISE AND CONVENIENT PLACE
TO SHOP FOR ACTION CLOTHING
AND FOOTWEAR!
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Chic Jeans
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Jordache
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Baracuta

Thorn MeAn
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t*****************************************************

Appearing Friday, F ebru·ary· 27th
A&MRecording Artists

"Private Lightning"
with
"The Steve Goddard Band"

COMING
Friday, March 6th
Jazz and Blues with
"Room/ulo/Blues"
(10 Pieces-5 Horns)
Don't Miss 'em!

IN

ARC

Friday, March 20th
"Didi Stewart and
the Amplifiers"
,
'with
"TheSteve
Goddard Band"

COMING

SOON

"The Stampers"
"John Lincoln Wright
and the SourmashRevue"
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Classifieds

Clinic Speakers

by Susan Leoni
"When you are working with peoPatty. when are you going to bring
up more of your friends, I really ple, particularly the handicapped, it
enjoyed their company last time. if going to take every ounce of energy
you know what I mean. Remember and understanding you have," guest
Scenes from an Italian Restaurant. speaker Me Chet Molinari told the
Children's Developmental Clinic on
An Italian at Heart
Saturday, February 14th when he
Time for a Rosalita Spring Break!
spoke of the topic of "An Overview
. N.A.S.- to say you're considerate is of Teaching Methods and Psychoan overstatement.. .Did you ever try logical Approaches used with the
to think before you act? . .1 try to ' Physically Handicapped in Aquarespect your privacy too bad you tics." Mr. Molinari is a Therapeutic
can't respect mine {or anyone else's Recreation Therapist at Brockton's
for that matter!} ... Although your Veteran Administration Hospital
appearance is neat we both know and, in collaboration with the Easter
what a slob you really are .. .!t must Seal Society, 1964 founder of Brockbe nice never to do wrong. Can you ton's~S.W.I.M.(See Why It's Magic)
tell me what perfection is like some- program.
time or how about loneliness? you
Chetstressed that the real impormust be an expert on both!
tance of getting handicapped child·
To big Swill: you are gone but not ren involved in swimming is that it
forgotten. We know what kind of allows the child to experience succoward you are! Next time we see cess. Aquatics is particularly beneficial because quite often because of
you were going tifpunk your face.
From all your friends on the floor the buoyance effect of water, the
(there is at least one) E:M.F.L. We'll child's handicap temporarily disapnever forgive you. Lassie come pears. Chet explained that by giving
the children a chance to earn varhome! We need a good tongue.
From: the Shea Horror Picture ious certificates, T-shirts, jackets,
and other symbols of achievements,
Show
"you are p~tting the kids on an equal

Gyro-Meet you Friday night in
Brockton for some good stuff
cheap. Can't wait, spring break is
coming. Hogtooth
To someone very special-This is just
to tell you what you mean to me.
(Everything!) You make me feel spe·
cial. It would be an understatement
to say you mean "the world" to me
because the world is full of material
things and you are so much more!
Love, Me
John and Kathy (Scott Hall)·ESSLAMUALAIKUM!! Thank you
very much for sending me that nice
Valentine's Day card. That waw
really thoughtful gesture from you.
*299792458* The Arabian Shiek
Nick "Fat so" Greenwald,Howcome
you wouldn't open the door for us
last Thursday night? I hear you've
been keeping late company when
your roommate works up at the Hill.
Dave's such a good friend to give
you presents ( or are you waiting for
the mail to arrive) ... Good Luck Neil,
B.S.C. Baseball Team
Hey Tammy-I hear you're the new
Dancing Queen?! How are things at
Fag Headquarters-I'm sure you and
swifty are doing fine!! If you need
any help just ask your neighbors!
Dorky in 30l-Another party last
week Mike? I was there watching
your every move. Your muscular
body makes me' want to punk out
with you forever. Next time maybe
you can punk at my place. Do not
forget again!! I am your secret priori
punktress.
Trice,Nan,Aud,Dave: Thanks for
the good times-"500", Mr. Donut
runs, D & D, qnd late night jaunts to
the Ridge. Hope the fun continues!
We only have a few more months
together-Let's make the best ofit!
You guys are the best friends a person could ask for! Love ya lots! The
girl with the rainbows
Ross your face is full of hair butyo.ur
legs are nice and skinny, and when I
look you in t he face, it reminds me of
,
.' .y::..o..,.u_f_h_i_n_n..,.ie_·._ _ _ _ _-..,.-_ __
~"i' """'";~':'-'Hey5wit'rimers-~eood Luck at New
Englands you guys. Go for it Swifty,
Lori, Luanne, Pat, Cindy, and Pam
you no. 1 dives. Get psyched!!
Ay ... Day 13-Hey all you brotherscome out from the covers-your
chair jumped over the moon-we just
laughed·to see such a sight·and you
won't get it back too soon·Valentine
Villians p.s. Let happen what may
as long as the matter is to be or not
to be !
To' my' commuter 'buddy,Sofia,
How's the health spa drink? You're
too funny--Don't get caught sneakinginto the parkinglot.You may get
a ticket. J .M;
Shea-what a dancer!! How's the
Value Land? Do-you want some
crustos? It's intense. Jim D;
Ross (108), Go comh your face.
love,your roomie.
Trish andSue, Your lovin is just too
much, I need more of that stuff.. .Mr. '.

level with physicaily 'regular' kids".
Mr. Molinari discussed the fact that
swimming is beneficial particularly
for handicapped children because it
gives them a chance to socialize
with other children. In short, these
types of experiences have a life·time
carryover value for the children.
Mr. Molinari spoke about the physiological effects of aquatics. Aquatics, besides being a simple physical
outlet, increases movement in the
joints, promotes deeper breathing
and has a sedative effect helpful in
treating hyperactive clients.
In terms of instructional
approaches, the guest speaker
stated, "I am not all inhibited by telling you that I put a lot of effort into
working with my clients." "You owe
it to yourself," he continued, "to give
it 200%·to give it your best shot."
Mr. Molinari also suggested that students visit various institutions that
house retarded and/ or handicapped
children.
"Hands on experience is far more
important than classroom instruc~
tion," the guest speaker explained.
"You are candidates-you are really
not teachers of the handicapped

until you have developed expertise
and experience and feel comfortable working with the handicapped as
part of a long term level of sustained
effort."
In terms of the instructor's per·
sonal attitude, Chet suggests that
"getting down to the level of the
client is most effective. Personal
contact and understanding are
essential but "the handicapped do
not need your sympathy," he said.
Chet does not see his occupation as
work per se-"T 0 -see a smile come to
a child's or client's face is a most
fascinating enjoyable experience."
Chet Molinari first became interested in working with the handicapped in the Korean War as a
member of a Mash unit. He later
continued his education at Boston
University where he received his
MA in Recreation with a minor in
various Adapted Physical Education
fields. He began teaching Adapted
Aquatic Instruction courses in 1967.
Chet presently works as a Recreation Therapist in the Spinal Cord
Injury Unit as the Brockton VA
Hospital.

X.
Hey Den-How did Mike like those
sexy blue silk P.J.'s? Thanks for
knocking over my cup in caps, and
for getting my pants wet. We'e
Lowell bound in one more week.
F·--·in Rightl-Elmer Fudd
'Barbara-Are you up? Boy,! hate
when those Irish guys wear those
little dresses. That's not the frish,
that's the Scotch. No, they do it
when they're sober too. '(Let's hit
Ralph's on Thursday) Tell Mary she
is still the best parlier I ever met.Bob

....;..FELLOW STUDENTS-

For Floor, Carpet and
General Cleanin:g CALL:
-Dave BurnsCoHege Cleaning' Service

COLUMBIA PIC11JRES PRESENTS
A MARTINRANSOHOFF PRODUCTION

A RALPHBAKSHI FILM

947·9528
10% OFF with Student ID .

IIAMERlCANPOP'f
Written by RONNI KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST. JOHNS
tE-i~~~~~::::i Produced by MARTIN RANSOHOFF& RALPH BAKSHl· Directed by RALPH BAKS,HI ~Ol ~£~ 11M.lC:#

"Let us do your dirty UJork'l

Opening at Selected TheatresNear You.

A
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Entertainment
Dogs of War
Timely . / ' Tremendous
by Betsy Hanson
Film, as a document of current
events usually drags several months
behind contemporary issues. The
processes involved in gathering
information, writing a screenplay,
and producing a movie in the Holly·
wood style take so much time that
the relevance of the subject is lost.
Occasionally, a film is released that
coincides with a major world event.
In this case, the political developments in EI Salvador c~rresponds
with the release of the film aclaption
of Frederick Forsyth's depiction of
the manipulation of the Third
World: Dogs of War.
Dogs of War paints a gruesome
picture of corporate involvement in
the government of a Third World
country for a profit. An American

Rock

mming company to gain mlnmg 'i ears of fighting has left Shannon
rights is willing to hire a troop of with a broken body and an absolute
mercenary soldiers to overthrow a distrust of humanity_ He kills with a
military dictatorship a la Idi Amin. In ferocity that reveals a total disreits place, a puppet president is gard for the value of human life. His
bribed by the company to facilitate _ destructive drive is never fully
their goal. The people of Zangara explained in the film. His motivation
are the losers, since they are caught is puzzling; he was subjected to
between the abusive treatment of harsh torture during his first visit to
Kimba'sregime and the Machiavel- ~ Zangara but returns for a reason
lian tactics of the corporation. No beyond money or revenge. Shanone comes out a hero in this film,
non is fascinating because of this
mystery.
causing Dogs of Waf to be an unbiA tightly written screenplay by
ased piece of realistic fiction.
The strong plot, however, is Gary DeVore and George Malkos
secondary. to the dominance of the coupled with Christopher Walken's
main character, Jamie Shannon. As controlled performance as Jamie
the leader of the mercenary troops, Shannon creates a timely film with
Shannon displays the extreme capa- tremendous impact.
~ility this results from experience.

SMILE...
Victorian Photoraphs

Tuesday March 3rd 1(J-2 p.m.
;i{• .· ~.·• • • ·;.!• • {.··• • •;;·: .•••••• !;j!::.·.::;:;:)rc $4.00 a picture

no larger

with 'groups

than·~2J.

"Sign up at Info booth

at

27,%
by Joe McDonald
Spread Eagle, Nuked Knack and Wendy O. In Milwaukee
Spread Eagle? Don Henley, drummer for the Eagles, is officially
charged with "'possession of cocaine and Quaaludes", Possession of
marijuana and "contributing to the deliquency of a minor. Henley.
allegedly called paramedics to his home, stating that someone was
having a "seizure." When they arrived, the paramedics found a nude girl,
stating that she had overdosed on coke and Quaaludes. Detectives from
the Los Angeles Sexually Exploited Child Unit were summoned and
found another girl along with 22 grams of cocaine, five ounces of marijuana and 16 Quaaludes. Henley was booked and later released on
$5,00Qbail. If convicted, Henley could face a maximum one year in jail
plus $500 for each misdemeanor.
. More news on the John McVie bust. There is a good chance that the
couple will face charges of gun possession. In Hawaii, the law prohibits
aliens from owning' firearms. During the December 23 drug search of
their home, police confiscated three loaded pistols, three rifles and a
Remmington 570 shotgun. The pair could ultimately face deportation
along with various fines.
New albums are expected in March fromJ. Geits, James Taylor, and
Peter Frampton. Rumor has it that the Frampton album features some of
his oest work since Humble Pie. Currently in the studio are Van Morri·
son, Pablo Cruise, and JeffersonStarship. All three are recording in
California. Former Yes keyboardist, Rick Wakeman, is in New York
recording the soundtrack for the new film, The Burning.
Has the Knack been nuked? That's the. big rumor floating around Los
Angeles these days. Allegedly. group leader Doug Fieger dropped the
axe and fellow members Berton Averre, Prescott Niles, and Bruce Gary,
along with manager Scott Anderson, caught it in the neck. Now for the
other side of the coin. A group spokesman says:not so! According.to
him, the group will begin recording "our Sgt. Pepper. Who really cares,
H

.
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Academy Award speculation has already begun. Join us and g u e s s '
who you think will be the 1981 Oscar recipients.
Contestants guessing all six categories correctly wi1l win a pair of
. tickets to a SACK THEATRE.
To enter: I)Select you choice for each of the categories.
2)FilI in the entry blank and mail to:
Pick The Oscar Winners
Sack Theatres
141 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02111
The deadline for all entries is March 27.
.
Don't miss the Academy Awards on March 30. . .
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PICK THE OSCAR WlNNERS
Name Address

Choices
1.
2.

*'~

.
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~.. ¥ ............................. ¥.¥ ............ ¥ .............f
*',..
I.BEST PICTURE
2.BEST DIRECTOR
*'
RAGING BULL
Robert Redford(Ordinary People)
:+

*'~..
*'*' '-

*'
, *'~
*'
*'

*'*'~
~

ORDINARY PEOPLE
TESS
COALMINER'S DAUGHTER
ELEPHANT MAN

3.BEST ACtOR
Robert De Niro(RagingBull)
Robert Duvall(The Great Santini)
Peter OToole(Stunt Man)
John Hurt(Elephant Man)
Jack Lemmon(Tribute}

6.

**'
~
*'*'

#f'"

Martin Scorsese(RagingBull)
Roman Polanski(T ess)
,
Richard Rush(Stunt Man)
David Lynch(Elephant Man)

4.BEST ACTRESS
Mary Tyler Moore(Ordinary People) .
Gena Rowlands(Gloria)
Goldie Hawn(Private Benjamin)
Ellen Burstyn(Resurrection)
Sissy Spacek(Coalminer's Daughter)

*'
**'*'
,..

*'~

**'
~

**'
*'*'
*'*'

*'

*'

Heidi

:

The Children's Theatre at BS.C will be presenting a musical version of
the children's classic "Heidi" on March 5th at 10:00 am and March 6 at
10:00 am and 7:30 pm in the Student Union Auditorium: "Heidi" marks
the 13th production since the founding of the Children's Theatre in 1969; .
Children's Theatre was established to provide!ive positive experience
in
theatre
for children; not only as a spectator but also as a participant. In
~
,.. all ~f the Chil~r~n' s~heatt~ prod.uctions the audience. is given an oppor,.. tumty to partiCipate In the theatrical experience, arid "Heidi" will be no
exeption, so make plans n~w 'to attend!!!! Tickets wilL be $1.00, and
group
rate are available.· For information and reservations, please call
. ':
697 -8321, extension 213. Or visit the ticket booth in the main entrance to
the S.U. Auditorium.

*'

*

!

5.BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
6.BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Michael O'Keefe(The Great Santini)
MerySteenburgen(Melvin and Howard)
~
Jason Robards(Melvin and Howard)
Diana Scarwid(Inside Moves)
Judd Hirsch(Ordinary People)·
Eileen Brennan(Private Benjamin}
Timothy ~utt~n(Ordinary People)
Kathy Moriarty(Raging Bull)
,~
Joe Pescl(Ragmg Bull)
EvaLe GaHienne(Resurrection)
~...................¥¥. . . . . . . . . .¥ .... ¥ • • ¥¥•• ¥.¥ ••••••• ¥ •••••¥¥¥.~
,..
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and her husband Bruce Sudano;: a girl, Brook Lyn, was born January 5.
Barry Gibb and his wife Lyn are proud parents of a boy, Travis Ryan,
born January 12. And last but not least, a boy, John Jessie, was born to
Ian and Trudi Hunter, January 20. Now you know what rock and rollers
do when their not working(they are either making or delivering babies).
On the darker side, Barry Kramer, publisher of Creem magazine and
one time Detroit rock figure, was found dead in his apartment, January
28. Kramer, who once was a manager for Mitch Ryder and who worked
with theMCS before starting Creem, was in his mid 30'5. Also Bill Haley,
leader of the Comets inthefifties and early sixties, died February 9 at the
age of 55. He is recognized at the father ofrock,(because he had the first
"rock" hit,. Crazy Man Crazy.
After. being arrested in Milwaukee recently for "prohibited behavior at
a "club", the problems of the Plasmatics have not ended. The bands' lead
singer(and chain saw expert) Wendy Orleans Williams, was served a
warrant in Cleveland for "pandering o,nscenity." And if that wasn't
enollgh, X-rays show thatin addition to the cut over her eye that requied
seven stiches to dose, she received a broken nose in her scuffle with the
Milwaukee Police. Despite all that, the group is off to Europe for a three
week tour.
Be back next week with more news and a glimpse of some New Hope'
for theW retched..

*'
*'
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THE YELLOW BRI£K R04D TO
by Richard Pickering
1933·Alice in Wonderland, an
expensive star ridden Paramount
production bombs at the box office
and film fantasy is labeled poison by
most of the major studios.
1937·An episodic, amateurishly
written children's book is optioned
by Metro·Goldwyn-Mayer.
1938-Cellutoid fantasy is saved
from its undeserved state of limbo
by an animated heroine, Snow
White, smashingly aided by her
seven live in boyfriends.
1939-After treatments by almost
ten writers, Metro's choppy children's property is turned into a
beguiling musical entitled The
Wizard of Oz. With all the problems
the film caused during shooting and
preproduction, It is a wonder that
Oz was produced at all. Excepting
Gone With the Wind, The Wizard of
Oz would be MGM's most expensive production to date. As box
office insurance, the head of production, Louis B. Mayer, with all the

artistic tore sight of a gypsy without a
pack of cards, attempted to borrow
Shirley Temple for the film. The
associate producer, Arthur Freed,
and Roger Edens, an influential musical advisor, were fighting for a
seventeen year old triple threat,
Judy Garland, whose immeasurable
talents transcended the Grade B
pictures she had been relegated too.
Judy landed the role of Dorothy
only after the deal for Temple fell
through. The legend that Mayer
offered Twentieth Century Fox
Clark G able and Jean Harlow in
exchange for little Shirley is just
that, as Harlow died before Metro
purchased the rights to Oz.
The impressive work of dozens of
Metro's craftsmen came together to
create a dreamland populated by
eccentric midgets, talking trees, and
crowned by a dazzling art deco metropolis of emerald green. Adrian
designed hundreds of bizarre cos·
tumes, while Jack Dawn invented

revolutionary makeups for every
actor large and small. Experimenting with a relatively new process.
Henry Jaffe's T echnicolor work is
vibrant and imaginative. (Take after
take the Munchkins ran together in
a swirl of psychedelic colors until the
director, Victor. Fleming, hit upon
the idea of floating the camera on a
boom.) The Arlen-Harburg score,
which skillfully integrates the songs
into the screenplay, is three year
ahead of the supposedly revolutionary Oklahoma.
As many times as Oz is viewed,
there are always moments, details,
or mistakes that go unnoticed. Here
are some things to watch for~
1. The ditch that Dorothy crosses as
she runs away from home, reappears in Gone With the Wind, hiding
Scarlett and her stolen nag from
f1~eing soldiers of the Confederacy.
2. The Wicked Witch makes her
first entrance, directly following her
sister's farewell performance, on an

elevator that is slightly different in
color from the rest of the pavement
in Munchkinland.
3. The Munchkins, who really were
an assortment of pickpockets,
hookers, and housewives, were only
qualified to hop, skip. and look cute.
Two little people in particular stand
out as especially inept and irresista·
ble. While the mayor proclaims
Dorothy a national heroine, one lit·
tIe man topped with a yellow curl
and sporting a wine kaftan, tries to
look interested and serious. He
obviously studied the Strasberg
method by mail. A fellow dropout
from the course is a plump blond
chorine found in the foreground of
the Lollipop Kids dance. When all
the other Munchkins move right,
she moves left, and when they jump
up, she crouches down. All this
beauty in motion is accompanied by
an expression of, "What am I doing
here?"
4. On the morninp devoted to shoot·

ing the, "Why you're nothing but a
great big coward!" scene, Judy was
in a silly mood, and repeated takes
were necessary to get a final print.
Even in the final film, Judy fights
back a smile by biting into the sides
of her mouth.
5. Immediately before she sends out
the Winged Monkeys to seize
Dorothy and her cohorts, the
Wicked Witch tells the head chimp,
Nikki, "I've sent a little insect on
ahead to take the fight out of them.
They'll give you no trouble I promise
you that" A Jitterbug, with its roiling eyes, was to have- hypnotized
the Witch removers into submisssian. Needless to say, the bug died
on the cutting room floor eulogized
by a single, meaningless line.
6. After the original Toto suffered a
nervous breakdown, a second ter·
rier was hired to complete the film.
Can you tell the dogs apart?
CBS with be airing The Wizard of
Oz, Friday Feb. 27 at 8:00 PM

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

POSTCARDS
by Barbara Glauben
This delightful one act comedy
was presented last week as the
third-quarter Studio production of
the Ensemble Theatre.
Leonard and Margaret, the characters of POSTCARDS, are "two
small people" who have, for the past
30 years, have been writing letters of
encouragement and support to "big
people", celebrities the world over. After running out of famous people
who are alive, they toy with the idea
of writing tc those who have died,
rather than give up this activity they
have together.
The starkly simple set--two desks
anaacoatrack·~focus all the view· .
ers attention fully on the couple.
Theater Arts Freshman Linda
Kelliher was remarkably convincing
as a prim and proper Margaret. As a
newcomer to BSe theater, Linda
turned in an oufstanding perfor·
mance, and this· writer looks forward to seeing more of her work.
The role of Leonard, skillfully
played by ALL of Tim McKellick,
(his most recent performance was
"Head"in PIPPIN) was a surprisingly diverse personality. It was well
portrayed.
Director Leo F. Wiltshire J r. has
done an excellent jobwith·this production, held at one of the busiest
times of the theater season. He is to
be congratulated.
'

CHILDREN'S THEATRE
PRESENTS
JOHANNA SPYRI:S

~'?=-

Book by
, ~·ANNPUGH

I-

I.

Resumes Professionally
Written Career Consultation
(Bridgewater Graduate)
J.D.M. Ass().c. 823-8796

I
Summer Camp for retarded
near Lake Placid now hiring.
'Campus interviews arranged. Write: 2575 Troy Rd.,
Schdy., NY 12309. or phone
(518)783 1233;

TRAVEL~ .. EARN MONEY
... EARN A FREE TRIP •..

-BermudaD3ytona .Beach ttl:. Sprlnv
Be a C~ ropUS Representative for
New England's largest and highest
Commi'islon Paying Agency.
Interesteo students, write
ADVENi:JRES IN TRAVEL

1200 Post Road East
Westport, CJ 06880

or call (203) 227-8764
collect person·to-person to
Stuart.Chason or Jeff Robinson
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

STUDENT UNIONAUDITORfUM
FRIDAY, MARCH 6 ~t 7:30 P.M
SATURDAY, MARCH 7 at 2:00 P.M.
ADMISSION $1.00
LOWER GROUP RATES.AVAILABLE

FOR .NFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS: PHONE 697-8321.

EXT~
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Sports
Regional Games Tournament

The Regional Acu-I games tournaments held at the University of
Massachusetts-Amherst on February 14 and 15 proved to be" successful
for all the delegates from BSC who
competed in billiars, College Bowl,
video games, darts chess and table
tennis. With 29 schools and 300 stu·
dents fromm all over New England.
competing, Bridgewater placed fifth
in the overall quality-point rating,
with 10 team points.
In Men'S Billiards, gary Maltz
went undefepted until the quarterfinals, and lost out in the semis as'he
was defeated by some tough" competitors from UMass. Gary Placed
third out of 32 Students competing.
In Womens billiards, Julie Block,
playing in her first regional competition, finished a strong eighth,of the
20 schools represented in her com-r

petition, which included a two·time
national champion.
Campeting in the first·year Video
games Competition Mark Bouchard
captured 3rd place of the 10 schools
playing.The competition utilized
combined scores on Asteroids and
gallaxian, with Mark netting Second
place on Asteroids overall with
58,000 pints.
In the College Bowl Regionals, the
finals pitted Harvard against Yale,
but Bridgewater State finished a fine
eighth, beating the University· of
Massachusetts, but losing to MIT to
be elir:ninated from further competi.
tion Bridgewater was represented
by Tom gregg, Louis Ricciardi, Dan
White and Cindy Booth.
Jafar Sharif competed in the
Chess Tournament and challenged
players with high ratings. He won-

two games and lost two-placing him
7th in a field of tough competitors.
John Dodge took secon place and
3 team points in the Regiona Darts
Category, beating out Several returnees from last year's competition.
Three-year Champion Vivien
Marx again took firs place in the
Women's Table Tennis category,
and will travel to the University of
Minnesota in April to participate in
the Aeu·I Nationals.
.
In the men/s category, Takeshi
Komoda played well it') are difficult
field of competitors and took a hard
earned fifth of the nearly 24 schools
competing in this category.
All the delegates from Brtidgewater were sent as representatives
of the Studen Union and ;the Student Union Program Committee.
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On The Road Again
by Neil Bunick
Why should a whole column be
devoted to running? The answer is
simple just observe your environmfmt for a day. Count the number of
runners that swiftly pass by you_ I
bet you will need more than five fingers to doso. Next; consider the
fij~lthat Btid~ewat~r;s;so exciting:
and eventful that one would have
little time to ·go out running. Well,
not exactly. Therefore·the question
at hand becomes turned around to
inquire, "why not give running the
attention it so deserves in ink?" So
be it! "On the Roads Again" will
include information concerning
local running clubs, upcoming
races, race results, running geats,
running interest stories and much
more.
These days running clubs are
popping up everywhere. The clubs
serve as a mechanism for runners to
get together as a team to race and
practice, Track clubs often coor-dinate races and hold running
clinics among other functions. They
provide a social and athletic outlet
for those interested in running.
There are severat track clubs in the
immediate Bridgewater area that
my articles will cover. They include;
The Bridgewater Running Club, of

~X'

not in the abundance of the larger
races). For instance, the winner of
the women/s division at Magnolia
was world class runner Gillian
Adams of England.
There is a nice "boy meets girl"
ending to the Magnolia story. I wondered why Adams came to Magnolia
to "fun therace, since she was from
England. After doing my homework,
I dIscovered that slie spent a good
deal of her summer in Gloucester
with playwright runner Israel HoroVI· tZ. Ev\'dently they met I'n 1979 at the
Freedom Trail Road Race. Their
relationship blossomed to the point
where he proposed to her at a comfortable atmosphere-the Midnight
Run in New York/s CentralPartk on
New Year's Eve. The couple lives in
Grenwich Village and spend part of
their summer in Gloucest er. They
are planning a summer wedding. It
just goes to show you that even one
of the worlds sweatiest activities like
running can bring men and women
together matrimony.
The' following is a short list of
some of the upcoming races for the
first half of March:
March 1-Bridgewater. Bridgewater Breeze'·IO,OOO meter run 2pm
and Bridgewater 2,000 meter run
1:30pm. Kelly Gymnasium, Contact
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Community Striders; Quincy Flyers; Quincy Track Club; Sharon
Road Runners; Sputh Shore Striders, of Weymouth; Spartan Athletic
Club, of Brockton;
Stoughton
.
Track Club; and th Taunton Track
Club.
The Boston Marathon, The Falmouth Road Race, and The Freedon Trail Road RaCE! are all big
named reces. Each race attracts
some of the most famous runners of
the world. Every week there are several small town races which don't·
receive the recognition pffhe,r:n~dia
as do the bigger races. It's thesmatl
town races however.. that keep the
great and everday-average runners
going.
A race that I ran in late August
comes to mind. The five mile Magnolia RoadRace spread out through
the scenic shores of Gloucester.
, Contrary to one's beliefs, famous
runners do participate in the so
called small town races, {although

C

lege, Bridgewater, Ma, (697-8321
ext:279).
~..
March I·North Easton. Plodder s
.....
M
10 and 20 mile runs. 11am. Contact
~~
J,ohn Lapensee, 47 Pond St.,
~
,~
Sharon, Ma. 02067
~
March 8-Newton. Garden City
~
tl
.~
Marathon, 26.2miles. Newton
~
North High SchooL Contact Paul
~.
Daley, 1185 Washington St., West
~,~
Newton, Ma. 02165 (244-0040).
~X~
March 15-Nes Bedford, New Bed·
~ i
for half marathon, 13.1 miles. Moby"
~J~
dick Trail. Contact Larry Finnerty,
~n~
1135 Beverly St., Nes Bedford, Ma.
~JC~
02745 (998-2455).
~1l3
March IS-South Boston. St.
:o:U"
Patrick's Day 10 km. 6.2 miles. Con.~ ~
tact Fed Brow'n, 157 WalshSt., Med~U~
ford, Ma. 02155 (391-1899).,
~U~
And don't forget that- the BAA
~u~
~ ~
Boston Marathon is coming up
~n~
soon. April 20th is the date of the
.....
~u3
Patriots Day race which is the oldest
of its kind in the U.S, U ntU next time
~n~
I will wee you "On the Roads Again."~U~
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FRESH

rn@I~~[£rn~

PIZZI
.'NOW FRESH PIZZA • 7 DAYS A WEEI ~
'24HOURSA.DAY
.

• FRESH PIIUMADE HERE IN THE SHOP,
• ENJOY tHESE PIZZA'S HOT FROM YOUR OWN OVEN

12" or 14"
(EQUAL SIZE)

MISter
D~.

••.

....,.~

LIMIT ONE

p."

CUSTOMER

EXPIRES MIDNIGHT 3/5/81

171 BROAD ST.. {RTE. 11}

CAMPUS PlAZA-

BRIDGEWATER,.MA.
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THE BUTTON MAN

Solar Energy Subject of Talk
Last Wednesday night, February
18th, a lecture on passive Solar
Energy was delivered by Prof. Paul
Blackford to a sizeable audience in
the Conant Science Building lecture
hall at 7:30 pm. It was the first in a
series of three Earth Science and
Geography Dept. sponsored lectures, the oldest lecture series at

ogy and cartography here on cam-

pus. He spoke both oLhis personal
study of energy conservation
methods adapted in his home and
the constructiol1 ct a solar greenhouse asa hdlne heating source. His
data furthyer demonstrated various
practical measures to adapt toward
saving heat and money in heating a

BSe.

.

.

hOfYIt>

Prof. Black~ord ~eaches meteorolr

The second lecture entitled
"Environmental Impact Studies at a
Nuclear Power Plant" will be presented by Dr. F. Mogolesko, Manager of Environmental Sciences at
the Boston Edisol"l. Company on
Thursday, March 26th. Holding true
to the standard set by last Wednes·
day's lecture, it ought to be both
interesting and informative.
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MAR 2 thr'uMAR 6

All
Clothing

Licenced Dealers
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be:i1cfrf'

fhJ11fal Develo

"." 13,5.p. }':4/a'tepf
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All· Trade Books 20% OFF
,Hardcover'; Paperbacks, and
N.Y. Times Bestsellers

Your Campus Bookstore
lilt.

Booth No. 250

Children's

ALSO

.Bn

GOLD

Jewelry, Class Rings, Dental Gold, Sterling,
: Old Coins, Mercury, Diamonds, Silver Dollars
I
3% MORE WITH THIS AD
I
Every sunday at the
:
C()untry Place Flea Market
•
Rt 24 & 44W at South St.
•
J. Russo&S. Mickevich
L ___ ~ ___________
~~ _________ ~
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r--------------------------CASH PAID
UNWANTED
AND SILVER
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IRISH NIGHT
Sunday-March 1st
Donation: $1.00
Location: Catholic Center.
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